We explore the nonlinear dynamics of a driven power law oscillator whose shape varies periodically in time covering a broad spectrum of anharmonicities. Combining weak and strong confinement of different geometry within a single driving period the phase space allows not only for regular and chaotic bounded motion but in particular also for an unbounded motion which exhibits an exponential net growth of the corresponding energies. Our computational study shows that phases of motion with energy gain and loss as well as approximate energy conservation alternate within a single period of the oscillator and can be assigned to the change of the underlying confinement geometry. We demonstrate how the crossover from a single-to a two-component phase space takes place with varying frequency and amplitude and analyze the corresponding volumes in phase space.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many physical systems can be modelled and described to some approximation by individual oscillators or a collection of interacting oscillators. Examples are vibrating molecules, phonons in solids and coupled Josephson junctions. The route to complexity in the sense of a many-faceted dynamical behavior is then at least two-fold: either one increases the number of (interacting) oscillators at the cost of dealing with a high-dimensional generally mixed regular-chaotic phase space or one stays in low spatial dimensions and accounts for a nonintegrable modification of the underlying integrable oscillator. The latter case has been a paradigm not only for the route to chaos in low-dimensional systems but showcases many mechanisms of universal character that are valid also for higher-dimensional setups. In the present work we will pursue this second route and introduce a novel type of one-dimensional driven oscillator that unites properties usually occuring for different dynamical systems. Before doing so and in order to provide a proper embedding and bottom-up approach in terms of complexity let us briefly hint upon some important basic facts concerning oscillators and dynamical billards in low dimensions.
For the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator exposed to dissipation and forcing closed form analytical expressions are available [1] for arbitrary time-dependent external forces. In case of a periodic driving and for vanishing dissipation the motion is non-resonant, regular and bounded if the frequency of the driving is unequal the one of the harmonic confinement. It is only for the resonant case of equal frequencies that a linearly in time diverging amplitude is encountered. Nonlinear oscillators such as the Duffing oscillator [2, 3] or the kicked rotor (see [4, 5] and references therein) represent prototype systems whose phase space decomposition varies from regular to mixed and finally predominantly chaotic with correspondingly changing parameters. Specifically the kicked rotor exhibits a transition from a motion with bounded energy to a diffusive dynamics. The latter leads to an unbounded momentum increase and a linear increase of the energy in time takes place beyond a critical kicking strength. Switching from an external driving force to a parametric driving the harmonic oscillator can gain energy for certain frequency ratios of the natural frequency compared to the parametric driving frequency. The maximum gain and exponential growth of the oscillation amplitude occurs for a ratio of one half and the oscillator then phase-locks to the parametric variation [6] .
On the other hand side Fermi acceleration (FA) [8] which refers to the unbounded growth of the energy of particles while repeatedly colliding with moving massive objects or fields has been of interest over many decades. Prototype models showing FA are time-dependent hard wall two-dimensional billiards which have come into the particular focus of exponential FA during the past ten years [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Under certain conditions exponential FA can take place for most initial conditions. This has been demonstrated for the rectangular billiard with an oscillating bar [10] [11] [12] and for a class of chaotic billiards that exhibit a separation of ergodic components [13, 14] . Importantly, it has been shown recently [15, 16] that under very general conditions a generic time-dependent two-dimensional billiard exhibits FA in the adiabatic limit. A key ingredient herefore is that the corresponding static, i.e. time-independent, counterpart of the billiard exhibits a mixed regular-chaotic phase space. However, the situation is very much different in a single spatial dimension. Here the prototype billiard is the well-known Fermi-Ulam model describing a particle that multiply collides with moving walls [17] . The Fermi-Ulam model does not allow for FA at all, and in particular not for the exponential FA, if the applied time-dependent driving law is sufficiently smooth. This is due to the existence of invariant tori which suppress the global energy transport [18] .
The current work goes one step further in the above line and introduces the driven or time-dependent power-law oscillator (TPO). Opposite to the above-mentioned cases, where the (harmonic) confinement of the oscillator remains intact during the external forcing, this is not any more the case for the TPO. Here the confinement itself becomes time-dependent or, put it another way, the exponent of the power-law potential becomes time-dependent.
Specifically we focus on the case of a periodic driving characterized by a frequency and an amplitude as well as a constant offset. Within a single driving period phases of strong and weak anharmonic confinement follow upon each other thereby covering a continuous interval of power law confinement strengths. Our aim is to provide a first computational study of this driven power-law oscillator with an emphasis on the analysis of its phase space. The latter is straightforwardly possible due the low dimensionality of the TPO. As we shall see this peculiar oscillator provides an unusual combination of dynamical features 3 which one might not suspect to appear from a first glance at its Hamiltonian and from the preexperience gained from the 'traditional' oscillators. Obviously the TPO characterized by the time-dependent 'pumping' of its anharmonicity is very much different from the billiard dynamics. Nevertheless the question for a comparison of the their energy growth behavior is an intriguing one.
In detail we proceed as follows. In section II we introduce our setup and in particular the underlying time-dependent model Hamiltonian for the TPO. We discuss the properties of the instantaneous one-dimensional potential whose confinement behavior changes qualitatively for different times. The underlying phase space is equally considered. Section III provides an analysis of the dynamics first by inspecting trajectories and second by investigating the Poincare surfaces of section. This allows us to gain an overview of the dynamical components in phase space. A quantification of the volume of the different components of the phase space is provided. Subsequently the time evolution of the energy behavior for an ensemble is provided. This section contains also a discussion of the high frequency regime. We present our conclusions and outlook in section IV.
II. SETUP, HAMILTONIAN AND STATIC PHASE SPACE
The TPO as defined below is motivated by the idea that a most general oscillator would also allow for a time-dependent variation of the geometry of the spatially confining potential. This is obviously not the case for the harmonic oscillator exposed to an external forcing, the Duffing oscillator or the parametric oscillator with a time-dependent frequency. The most straightforward possibility to change the shape of the potential time-dependently is to maintain its power-law appearance but make the exponent time-dependent. The TPO Hamiltonian then reads
and contains the time-dependent potential V (q, t) = αq 2β(t) := α(q 2 ) β(t) . The latter is a defining equation which ensures a positive real argument and implies that always the positive real root is taken for arbitrary powers β. We put for reasons of simplicity the mass of the 4 oscillator to one. Our focus in this work is on a periodic time-dependence of the exponent β(t) = β 0 + β 1 sin(ωt) which contains the amplitude β 1 of the sinusoidal driving and the constant offset β 0 . α = 1, β 0 = 1 will be chosen throughout which means that the oscillation takes place around the harmonic oscillator potential αq 2 as an equilibrium configuration.
Depending on the amplitude β 1 the TPO possesses alternating phases of strong and weak anharmonic confinement covering continuously the noninteger powers within an individual oscillation.
It should be noted that, due to the occurence of arbitrary fractional powers already in the Hamiltonian (1) an analytical approach of whatever kind is in general not obvious. The reason herefore is that the resulting integrals cannot be evaluated analytically.
For the numerical solution of the resulting equations of motion we employ a fourth order Adams-Moulton predictor corrector integrator. However, one has to take into account the singularties of the potential and its derivates. Indeed V (q, t) becomes singular at q = 0 for
Equally the first and second derivative become singular at q = 0 for
and β 1 > β 0 − 1, respectively. Therefore a regularization of the equations of motion is appropriate. We accomplish this by replacing the potential V (q, t) = αq 2β(t) by its Since the TPO (1) is of quite unusual appearance let us first discuss the instantaneous form of the potential as the time-evolution proceeds. This evolution is illustrated in Figure   1 (a). For values β > 1 the nonlinear confinement is stronger (for q > 1) than that of the harmonic oscillator covering in time a continuous range of exponents 1 < β < 1 + β 1 where the curvature is always positive. For values 0.5 < β < 1, however, the curvature decreases and for β = 0.5 V (q) becomes linear. Further decreasing its value (0 < β < 0.5) the potential shows now a very weak confining behavior and exhibits a negative curvature. Here the formation of a negative cusp of V (q) can be observed (note that V (0) = 0 for C = 0 holds also in this regime). Due to this cusp the dynamics close to the origin of such a (static) potential experiences kicks i.e.
sudden changes of the underlying momentum. How much of the above qualitatively very different behavior of the instantaneous potential V (q) is covered for a corresponding TPO
(1) depends of course on the value of the amplitude β 1 .
The corresponding instantaneous phase space is illustrated in Fig.1(b) . For β > 1 the phase space curves are convex but for β < 1 they develop a cusp at q = 0 and become piecewise concave. The total phase space volume bounded by the energy shell with energy E 0 i.e. the volume of the set {(q, p)|E(q, p) ≤ E 0 } for a fixed E 0 , is given by V E = H(q,p)≤E 0 dpdq.
Note that this quantity represents in ergodic systems an adiabatic invariant [7] . V E is shown in the central inset of Fig.1 (b) and we observe that it shrinks monotonically with decreasing β. In particular also the average width in momentum space decreases with decreasing β.
Close to maximal momenta are then only accessible in the vertical channels around q = 0 which become increasingly narrow with decreasing β.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Due to the three-dimensional (q,p,t) character of our system a complete overview of phase space can be achieved by performing stroboscopic snapshots in time for each period T = due to the small amplitude) to the instantaneous oscillator or confinement frequency. The corresponding phase space curves in the inset show now significant deviations from the initial winding of the phase space trajectory thereby changing its overall anisotropic shape.
The dynamics changes qualitatively if we consider the situation of an increased amplitude. whereas small amplitudes occur at high frequencies. The inset demonstrates that a large variation of the underlying energy E(t) takes place at the frequency ω (the larger frequency and small amplitude oscillations are hardly visible in the inset). We emphasize that all the dynamics observed so far is regular, i.e. periodic and quasiperiodic, and in particular bounded which holds also for the corresponding energy.
The above situation changes if we consider an IC (20, 20) further away from the stable elliptic fixed point of the TPO at the origin. During the high frequency small amplitude motion of |q|(t) a strong increase and decrease of the total energy can be observed. E(t) increases strongly when the amplitude of the high frequency oscillations decreases and vice versa. In the average the total energy increases exponentially. As a matter of precaution, we note that this and similar statements are to be understood within our finite time simulations of a finite portion of the TPO phase space. A similar behavior can be observed for the kinetic energy E K in the inset of Figure   2 (f) which demonstrates in particular that also the kinetic energy grows in the average exponentially. The kinetic energy becomes large during intervals of motion of the TPO with strong confinement 2 ≤ β ≤ 3 i.e. when the TPO compresses and 'pumps' the motion. Low kinetic energies occur for the intervals of motion 1 ≤ β ≤ 2 of the TPO where it releases the motion to a much less confining potential. The latter interval coincides with the plateau-like behavior of the total energy, i.e. we have approximately no increase or decrease of the total energy.
Already the above-analyzed few trajectories for given parameter values exhibit a rich behavior of the TPO dynamics. Having this in mind, let us now gain an overview of complete phase space by inspecting the corresponding Poincare surfaces of section (PSS). These PSS are stroboscopic snapshots of the dynamics at periods of the external driving. We will explore the PSS with varying parameters.
B. Poincare surfaces of section
Our above-analyzed few example trajectories have been focusing on the low frequency case. We have observed that with increasing amplitude β 1 of the TPO there exist not only regular trajectories with bounded energy oscillations, but also trajectories that exhibit an exponential increase in position and energy. In the following we discuss the corresponding PSS of our TPO for different frequencies ω and amplitudes β 1 . This way we will gain a more complete overview of phase space with varying parameters. Note, that due to the fact that the phase space of the TPO is unbounded from above, the following computational studies focus on a finite but quite large energy window above zero energy. The minimal zero energy is given by the fixed point at the origin (assuming C = 0). Figures 2(a,b) . All of phase space appears to be regular i.e. periodic and quasiperiodic motion. Exclusively bounded trajectories are encountered. The corresponding amplitude of the bounded energy variations during the driving cycles increases with increasing distance of the trajectories from the stable period one fixed point at the origin (see Figures 2(a,b) ). Note that these statements hold significantly beyond the spatial scales shown in Figure 3(a) . This picture changes if we increase the amplitude to β 1 = 0.5, see Figure 3 (b). Now a regular island of the phase space centered around the fixed point at the origin is surrounded by an irregular point pattern.
This pattern corresponds to the trajectories analyzed in Figures 2 (d-f) showing a time evolution characterized by an average exponential increase in coordinate and energy space.
Phase space can therefore be divided into two portions: one with bounded and one with unbounded motion. This picture persists with increasing frequency ω. there is an area with many significantly smaller regular islands interdispersed in a sea of irregular motion. We mention that trajectories starting from this mixed portion of phase space, which finally become unbounded with an exponential increase of their coordinate and momenta (energy), can beforehand show a long period of stickiness to the neighborhood of small regular islands in this regime. All outer parts of phase space (see Figure 3 (e) with a strongly depleted spreaded point pattern), as discussed-above, correspond to exponentially diverging trajectories. Decreasing the amplitude β 1 leads to an increase of the size of the off-centered large islands. They will then take over a large part of the completely regular 'low-energy' phase space of the TPO, see Figure 3 we observe again a rapid decrease of V ps for β 1 increasing from 0.9 to 1. In the limit β 1 = 1 we arrive at V ps = 0 and all of phase space consists of exponentially diverging trajectories.
Note that the corresponding transition needs to be by no way smooth. Its details depend on the destruction of the last invariant spanning manifolds which could, as it is for example the case for ω = 1 and β 1 > 0.9 (see confined chaotic sea in Figure 3(f) ), lead to a sudden transition from a finite bounded volume to zero volume.
It is instructive to consider not only individual trajectories in the regime of exponential growth but the behavior of the mean of the energyĒ and the corresponding standard deviation ∆E for an ensemble of trajectories with randomly chosen initial conditions in this regime. We note, that these trajectories are sensitive to the initial conditions as it holds for any chaotic trajectory. Figure 5 shows these two quantitiesĒ, ∆E as a function of time for 100 trajectories of the phase space for ω = 1, β 1 = 0.9 (see also Figure 3(f) ).
The envelope behavior shows an exponential increase of bothĒ, ∆E where the standard deviation is slightly larger than the mean. The cycles of the 'pumping' of the TPO (the period of the oscillator is here 2π) are clearly visible. Note the extraordinary large energy gain per cycle which amounts to two orders of magnitude in the energy per cycle. As such this oscillator is therefore an extremely efficient 'accelerator' or energy pumping 'device'.
We remark that our numerical simulations have been performed for larger times than the ones shown in Figure 5 and support this picture. However, with increasing propagation time the computational time to integrate one further oscillator period grows substantially and therefore limits the time-evolution to be probed.
As already indicated in subsection III A in the context of the discussion of individual trajectories we observe a rapid energy change for the first half-cycle nT < t < (n + 1/2)T (n is a positive integer) for which the strong confinement of the TPO obeys β(t) > β 0 . For a substantial part of the second half-cycle (n + 1/2)T < t < (n + 1)T with the weaker confinement β(t) < β 0 the energy remains approximately unchanged (on the logarithmic scale of Figure 5 ). This picture provides however an incomplete description of the growth of the energy. Indeed, the dynamics and time-evolution of the energy is asymmetric with respect to the turning-points of the TPO (n+1/4)T, (n+3/4)T for both the first and second half-cycle. This asymmetry is particularly pronounced for the second half cycle. Specifically, during the first quarter cycle nT < t < (n + 1/4)T the energy increases whereas it decreases to a slightly lesser extent during the second quarter cycle (n + 1/4)T < t < (n + 1/2)T .
At the beginning of the second half cycle the energy saturates and remains approximately constant, but does so not for all of the second half cycle. Instead it raises substantially again towards the end of the second half cycle, i.e. within the last quarter cycle. This strong asymmetry leads to the net energy gain of the TPO.
D. High frequency regime
Finally let us discuss the dynamics of our TPO in the high frequency limit ω → ∞.
Obviously in this limit the largest frequency in the system is the one associated with the time-changing power of the TPO. A way to describe this situation is to average the rapidly oscillating potential over a period of the oscillation thereby obtaining an effective timeindependent potential [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] 
where we remind the reader that β(t) = β 0 + β 1 sin(ωt). Due to the integration in eq. (2) V ef f is independent of the frequency ω and depends solely on β 0 , β 1 . The question is how this autonomous (energy-conserving) one-dimensional potential, which leads to exclusively integrable i.e. periodic motion, looks like. Or, in other words, which features of the different instantaneous power-law potentials reflect themselves in the time-averaged high frequency limit leading to V ef f . For potentials of a product form concerning their time and spatial dependence such as the parametrically driven harmonic oscillator V po (t) = β(t)q 2 the shape of the time-averaged potential is the same as the original one. This is certainly not the case for our TPO. Rescaling time under the integral and accounting for the regularization of the power-law potential eq. (2) becomes
Exploiting the fact that the subintegrals in the intervals [0, , 2π], respectively, as well as employing the substitution u = β 1 sin(t) results in the following representation of the effective potential
The peculiarity of both representations of V ef f in eqs. (3,4) is the fact that the integration is performed with respect to the exponent of the integrand. As a result the integral cannot be expressed in terms of simple known analytical functions i.e. it has to be performed numerically. This goes hand in hand with our previous remark that in general any analytical approach to the TPO seems to be very difficult due to its time-dependent, in general fractional, exponent. .(3,4) ). Figure 7 shows typical trajectories for the initial condition (q(t = 0) = 5, p(t = 0) = 5) for both cases, where ω = 1000 has been chosen for the TPO.
The differences w.r.t. their dynamics not being visible for the finite resolution of Figure 7 amount to maximally 0.1 percent for the propagation time shown. This confirms the validity of the high frequency picture derived above. Let us shed some light on the behaviour of the TPO with increasing frequency towards the high frequency limit. The period T of the oscillations for our specific trajectory is T = 3.7878 for ω = 10 and becomes T = 3.7590
for ω = 1000 whereas the effective potential provides the value T = 3.7588. We note that the corresponding time-independent harmonic oscillator (α = 1, β 0 = 1, β 1 = 0) amounts to T = 4.4429. These comparatively small deviations in the frequency should however not obscure the fact that there are major deviations between the cases ω = 10 for the TPO and the effective potential dynamics for the trajectory q(t) which amount up to 12 percent.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have explored the nonlinear dynamics of the driven power-law oscillator with a focus on the analysis of the phase space structures and the possibility of energy gain of the oscillator. When comparing to the existing models for oscillators in the literature, the TPO appears to be of unusual appearance. Opposite to the kicked or parametrically driven oscillators which keep their shape during driving, the TPO continuously changes its shape in the course of a period of the periodic driving. Choosing as an equilibrium the harmonic oscillator, during one half-period of the driving the confinement strength of the anharmonic TPO is larger and during the other half-period the power of the confining potential is smaller when compared to the harmonic oscillator. With increasing amplitude of the oscillating power the oscillator potential can become linear or even inverse its curvature, such that the confining properties become correspondingly weak. In the latter case a cusp appears in the instantaneous potential that leads to kicks in the dynamics particularly relevant for low 21 velocity trajectories near the origin.
Our computational study has shown that for sufficiently large amplitude the TPO exhibits exponential acceleration and energy gain within the regime of phase space and time-scales considered here. We conjecture that this holds even for an infinitely large part of the unbounded phase space. The structure of the finite low-energy part of the phase space around the origin exhibits bounded motion which can be completely regular (small amplitude, ar- orders of magnitude and showing a rich structure. We remark that the observed exponential acceleration could potentially also be related to heating which has very recently been found to occur in periodically driven many-particle systems [26] showing different 'temperatures' after thermalization for slow and fast driving. Finally, in the high frequency limit, an effective time-averaged and static potential has been determined which combines interesting features, such as the near origin cusp (for sufficiently large driving amplitude) and a very strong effective confinement at large distances. The exact dynamics reflects this high frequency behavior only for large values of the frequency.
Although our driven power law oscillator is a novel kind of oscillator with peculiar properties and as such, to our opinion, of interest on its own, let us briefly address possible experimental realizations. Of course, no experimental setup will ever lead to an infinitely spatially extended confinement such that any concrete realization will always probe the TPOs dynamics on finite time scales. This holds in particular w.r.t. the component of the exponentially diverging motion. Since the trapping technology of cold ions and especially of neutral atoms has advanced enormously during the past decades [25, [27] [28] [29] there exists a huge flexibility concerning the design and the time-dependent change also of the shape of these traps. One can therefore use a gas of e.g. thermal atoms for which interaction effects are negligible and 'pump' the oscillator according to the TPO in order to finally perform absorption spectroscopy at different time instants and resultingly observe the expansion dynamics of the atomic cloud. This is a microscopic example, and does in particular not exclude the possibility of probing the TPO at hand of a macrosopic i.e. mechanical setup. As can be seen from the time-evolution of the energy of the oscillator our TPO is an extremely efficient 'accelerator' and one could in principle imagine its application as a few-cyle trap accelerator efficiently switching between different energy regimes.
As an outlook to the future, it might be interesting but very challenging to provide an analytical approach to the TPO in some of the accessible parameter regimes. However, it
is not clear whether these plans are destined to fail, since even the simplest integrals are not expressable in terms of standard functions because it is typically the time-dependent exponent which is to be integrated. Still, a further more detailed analysis and understanding of the rich structure of the TPO is certainly desirable and, if not analytically, then computationally an interesting endavor. Going one step further and analyzing the quantum TPO via e.g. Floquet theory and identifying the characteristics of its Floquet spectrum is an intriguing perspective.
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